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English Language

Component 2 2018 Question 1C

C2 2018: Question 1(c)

Read through the three examples below and record your first impressions of 
each response. 

Can you see any ways to improve them?

Example 1

The noun “o’clock” is not only missing a hyphen but uses a prefix “a” and this was typical of a 1600 
period to indicate a preposition. What would be a correct form is the contracted o’clock.  

The 3rd person present tense inflection on the verb “suppresseth” is commonly used. What would 
be present day English is “suppresses” which of course is not correct at that time as there was no 
standardisation.

Example 2

The noun phrase “a Clock” seems to be written how it is said as a lot of early modern English 
represents speech. Today the standard form would be “o’clock”. The verb “suppresseth” is used 
in the past tense with an archaic third person ‘–eth’ inflection potentially highlighting a southern 
dialect.  

Example 3

“a Clock” in standard English would be the numerical then the common noun so it would be 4pm with 
abbreviation. It has initial capitalisation of a common noun.

“suppresseth” is seen as a second person pronoun inflection.
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Answers
Example 1
                X
The noun ^ “a clock” is not only missing a hyphen but uses a prefix “a” and this was typical 
              P	 	 	 	 	 	 	 P

of a 1600 period to indicate a preposition. What would be a correct form is the contracted 

o’clock.   
                       P
The 3rd person present tense inflection on the verb “suppresseth” is commonly used. What 
           P       ??
would be present day English is “suppresses” which of course is not correct at that time as 
      not relevant in (c) 
there was no standardisation.

Strengths

• Both word class have been accurately identified.

• There are two valid references to PDE forms. 

Areas for improvement

• Describing the -s inflection as “not correct” misses the move towards the northern -s inflection 
in EME, which ultimately replaced -eth.   

• References to language change concepts are not relevant in (c).  
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Example 2
    P              P
The noun phrase “a Clock” seems to be written how it is said as a lot of early modern 
           generalisation                                valid, but mark already credited          
English represents speech. Today the standard form would be “o’clock”. The verb 
                                                         X
“suppresseth” is used in the past tense with an archaic third person ‘–eth’ inflection 
                        P 
potentially highlighting a southern dialect. 

Strengths

• One word class has been accurately identified.

• There are two valid references to language change concepts. 

Areas for improvement

• The reference to the PDE form is valid, but a mark has already been awarded for recognising 
the link to pronunciation.

• The -eth inflection marks a present tense verb phrase.  

Example 3
                                                                                         point not clear
“a Clock” in standard English would be the numerical then the common noun so it would be 
                                                       not relevant in (c)
4pm with abbreviation. Its got initial capitalisation of a common noun.
                                                    X                          X                                         P   
“suppresseth” is seen as a second person pronoun inflection. Now its obsolete.

Strengths

• There is one valid reference to a language change concept.

Areas for improvement

• The broad word class reference to “the common noun” is not clear.

• There is some confusion about the word class of the verb inflection. 

• References to random capitalisation are not relevant in (c).    


